
Systematic innovation.
New Products 2013/ I
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4 MB Building Kit System
The latest new products in the MB Building Kit System have really picked up the pace. Take, for example, 
our easy-install cable conduit – simply press it onto a Line 8 groove and it stays in place, no drills or screws 
required. Clip 8 takes Conduit Profile K up a gear.  
The same goes for the new Retaining Bracket 8 40x16, which when combined with slim Profile 8 40x16 
produces shelving unit partitions that keep goods in place but can also be removed in an instant.
The new plastic roller shutter with aluminium lining is an elegant solution that speeds through corners. The 
stable and flexible slat profiles ensure users can operate their shutter with the greatest of ease. The new 
reduced-friction RS Slat Sliding Shoe K/Al also plays its part.
Brush Strips 8, which simply clip into a Line 8 groove, keep transport lines moving rapidly by protecting 
profiles and goods alike. The variant with extra-long bristles is an ideal draught excluder that offers safe 
passage for cables.
When it comes to modular series-based production, Line XMS is the solution for short development times. 
The new Mounting Set XMS, Multi-Socket Power/Distribution Strip uses the integrated cable conduits of 
Profiles XMS to secure power supplies safely inside constructions.

Experience innovation – the new item products for 2013/ I.
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20 Work Bench System
When you work hard, equipment that makes things easier is always welcome. And with the practical new height-
adjustable Arm Rest, an ingenious solution is always close to hand. The Arm Rest offers comfortable support 
that enables high-precision, fatigue-free work, even over long periods. Similarly, an additional Compound Slide 
on your item work bench Overhang enables you to keep even more tools in easy reach. Monitor Mounting Joint 8 
VESA 75-100 – compatible with all standard flatscreen monitors – can be adjusted to precisely the right angle, 
making sure you always have a clear overview. The universal Magnetic Holder D70 keeps small parts and tools 
right where you need them, preserving order in the workplace.

28 LPS – Line D30
Line D30 keeps you connected. Adapter 8 80 D30 makes light work of fastening D30 struts to Line 8 profile 
grooves, e.g. when bracing frames. And, by linking together roller conveyors to form a single continuous track, 
Roller Conveyor St, Butt Fastener means your transport lines can just keep on going. Roller Conveyor St, Assembly 
Pliers also make it easier than ever to insert or remove the castors in a roller conveyor profile. When you need to 
fix something in place, the new Flange D30 presents a neat solution. It is ideal for anchoring a structure built using 
D30 profiles to a wall, floor or ceiling. Tube Protector D30 Fixing Clip delivers extra safety in one simple step by 
resealing any Tube Protector D30 that has been split open for installation purposes.

Experience innovation – the new item products for 2013/ I.
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Profile KH 8 80x40

Profiles KH 8 are connected using a special 
Standard-Fastening Set or Angle Bracket Sets 8 PA. 
Cap 8 80x40 seals off the profile end face.

The wood used in Profile KH 8 is sourced from 
sustainably managed forests. It carries the 
PEFC label. Further information is available at: 
www.pefc.co.uk.

Profile KH 8 is now available in cross-sections of 40x40 (0.0.641.61) and 80x40.

Naturally neutral.

The logical progression for innovative Profiles 8 KH!

The enlarged cross-section of Profile KH 8 80x40 exhibits added bending strength 
and enables users to build frames with higher load-carrying capacities. Six grooves 
offer fastening options on all sides.

Profiles 8 KH are based on an innovative composite material that is 70 percent 
wood fibre. They are neutral as regards magnetic fields and electrically insulating. 
This makes them the ideal complement to aluminium profiles.

 Composite material made of wood and plastic
 Electrically insulating 

http://www.item24.de/directlink/en/pro/64161
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Physical properties of material KH

Modulus of elasticity in tension 9900 N/mm2

Tensile strength 43 N/mm2

Tensile elongation at failure point 1.2 %

Modulus of elasticity in bending 7000 N/mm2

Flexural strength 77 N/mm2

Heat distortion temperature +100/-15 °C

Water absorption 1d   Volume swelling: 1.16 % 
Mass swelling: 3.08 %

Acid resistance (dil.)                              +

Alkali resistance (dil.)                              +

F = 750 N

Permissible tensile load F on the groove 
flanks. This nominal load incorporates safety 
factors (S > 2) that act against deformation 
and fracturing.

±0.3

+0.4

40
8

±0.580

±0
.5

40

Profile KH 8 80x40
Wood-PP composite
A [cm2] m [kg/m] Ix [cm4] Iy [cm4] Wx [cm3] Wy [cm3]

16.80 2.08 26.99 101.79 13.49 25.48  
anthracite, cut-off max. 6000 mm 0.0.655.30

anthracite, 1 pce., length 6000 mm 0.0.637.47
  

18
2

15
0

TX30

Key with T-Handle TX30
 

Wrench, chrome vanadium steel, matt chrome-plated 
Plastic grip, TPE
m = 93.4 g 
1 pce. 0.0.647.93

 

Key with T-Handle TX30
The key with a very special job: It is used with the self-tapping screws in Standard-Fastening 
Set KH 8 (0.0.642.18). Thanks to its ergonomic T-handle with soft-touch surfaces, Key TX 30 
makes easy work of connecting together profiles.

http://www.item24.de/directlink/en/pro/65530
http://www.item24.de/directlink/en/pro/63747
http://www.item24.de/directlink/en/pro/64793
http://www.item24.de/directlink/en/pro/64218
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Panel Fixing Profile 8

Held fast.

 Fasten panels in the groove
 Made from inherently stable plastic
 Exceptionally easy to install

Stronger! Easier to use! Long-term cushioning! Panel Fixing Profile 8 is the advanced solution for holding 
panels and panel elements in thicknesses of 6 mm in a Line 8 groove.

The inherently stable shape is exceptionally easy to press into the profile groove, covers the edges and  
prevents direct contact between the panel and the aluminium profile. The flexible plastic cushions vibrations 
and prevents rattling and clattering. 
Panel Fixing Profile 8 also provides a durable seal for the groove and safely covers over cut edges where 
previously closed profile grooves have been opened up.

13 0.
6

8

Panel Fixing Profile 8
 

PP
m = 22 g/m 
grey, 1 pce., length 2000 mm 0.0.653.68

 

http://www.item24.de/directlink/en/pro/65368
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Brush Strips 8

Mind the gap.

W Protects profiles and goods               .

W Seals door gaps               .

W Simply clip into the groove               .

Brush Strips 8 are genuine all-rounders. They cover door gaps, keeping out air currents, dust and noise. These 
flexible but robust brushes protect goods and profiles alike from damage caused by friction and impacts. One 
less thing to worry about when it comes to moving goods. The plastic also reduces problematic vibrations, which 
makes the Brush Strips ideal for use as dampening features.

Despite their many benefits, they are exceptionally easy to use: The Brush Strips are simply clipped into the 
groove on a Line 8 profile. That’s all there is to it! The Brush Strips are available in two bristle lengths – 10 or 
40 mm – and should be selected according to use. While the short bristles are particularly suitable for transport 
applications and as door seals, the long bristles can be used to create a flexible barrier against air currents, 
through which cables can be fed. When used as a form of cold aisle containment, the long bristles help stop cold 
air escaping machine climate control systems at access points.

18
.5 10

8

5 Brush Strip 8 H10
 

Brush mount, ABS 
Bristles, PA
m = 79 g/m 
black, 1 pce., length 1000 mm 0.0.655.32

 

48
.5 40

8

5 Brush Strip 8 H40
 

Brush mount, ABS 
Bristles, PA
m = 131 g/m 
black, 1 pce., length 1000 mm 0.0.655.35

 

http://www.item24.de/directlink/en/pro/65532
http://www.item24.de/directlink/en/pro/65535
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24
9

1
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9
8
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Retaining Bracket 8 40x16
 

PA
1 Countersunk Screw DIN 7991-M6x20, St, bright zinc-plated 
1 T-Slot Nut V 8 St M6, bright zinc-plated
m = 33.0 g 
grey similar to RAL 7042, 1 set 0.0.654.51

 

 Replace partitioning in next to no time
 No profile machining required
 Secure hold thanks to snap-in fixing

Retaining Bracket 8 40x16

Rapid response support.

Now you see it, now you don’t! This secure Retaining Bracket can be used to turn Profiles 8 40x16 
into dividers or barriers that keep containers and objects in place on shelves. Profiles are simply 
snapped in from above to stop the contents of a shelf sliding off.

The stable bracket holds the partition firmly in place. However, it handles more than just transverse 
forces – the integrated snap-in fixing prevents rattling and stops the Profile from coming out of the 
Bracket, even when subjected to the stresses and strains of a bumpy ride.

http://www.item24.de/directlink/en/pro/65451
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F

25

70

34

29

17

∅6
∅12 MA

Tool Slide 40x40
 

Slide 
2 Limit Stops 8 40x40 
2 grub screws DIN 914-M6x25, St, bright zinc-plated 
2 hexagon nuts DIN 7040, St, bright zinc-plated 
MA = 2.5 Nm
m = 101.0 g 
1 set 0.0.653.41

 

The corrosion-resistant Spring Hooks enable easy 
attachment to the Runner and rapid tool changes.

- Spring Hook 60 D6: Recommended max. tensile 
force F = 100 N 
- Spring Hook 80 D8: Recommended max. tensile 
force F = 200 N

Tool Slide 40x40

Sprinter.

Tool Slide 40x40 is used in combination with Runway Profile 8 40x40 (0.0.623.61).  
The quadruple ball-bearing Tool Slide makes it exceptionally easy for users to move 
tools or fixtures to where they are needed. The Limit Stop buffers ensure the slide is 
brought to a gentle stop.

http://www.item24.de/directlink/en/pro/65341
http://www.item24.de/directlink/en/pro/62361
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A hard exterior with a soft heart.

RS Slat Profile K/Al

 Plastic slats lined with aluminium
 Build customised roller shutters
 Smooth running that stays right on track

RS Slat Sliding Shoe K/Al
The new look for plastic roller shutters: Each slat is lined with sheet aluminium. As a result, the roller shutters 
combine the best of both worlds: The two-component plastic ensures stability and flexibility, which is important 
when travelling around bends. The elegant aluminium lining of the slats provides additional rigidity and an 
outstanding appearance. As a result, the roller shutter runs smoothly and is easy to clean.

RS Slat Sliding Shoes K/Al also reduce friction and keep the roller shutter running right on track. They are 
fastened to every second slat.

RS Slat Profile K/Al replaces the previous K model.

The Slat Profile is part of the item roller shutter system (MB Building Kit System catalogue). It enables users to 
make space-saving covers for cabinets, switchboards, etc. in whatever size is required. It comprises slats made 
of aluminium or plastic with an aluminium lining and roller shutter guides that are anchored in Line 8 Support 
Profiles.
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1.5

8

18

RS Slat Sliding Shoe K/Al
 

PA
m = 120 g/100
black, 1 pce. 0.0.653.93

 

The roller shutter K/Al is sealed 
by Slat Sliding Shoes, one of 
which is fastened to each end of 
every second slat.

Slats are simply slotted together.

20

8

RS Slat Profile K/Al
 

PP/Al
m = 0.07 kg/m 
cut-off max. 2500 mm 0.0.653.92

1 pce., length 2500 mm 0.0.653.91
 

http://www.item24.de/directlink/en/pro/65393
http://www.item24.de/directlink/en/pro/65392
http://www.item24.de/directlink/en/pro/65391
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 Optimised tool for working with profiles
 Perfect power transmission, even at an angle  

 Integrated scratch protection

Keeping it tight.

The item family of tools is perfectly geared up for work with profiles and fastening elements. The Ratchet Wrenches with integrated 
scratch protection safeguard the immaculate profile surfaces. The robust plastic sheathing (PA) stops metal coming into contact 
with metal. Screws can also be tightened and loosened faster, since users don’t have to constantly shift their grip on the ratchet 
wrenches in the same way as when using standard keys.

When used with the length-optimised item Key Inserts, the Ratchet Wrenches offer the quickest and easiest way to assemble and 
disassemble profile connections.

a

s

Ratchet Wrench 1/4″
materials s a [mm] m [g]

St 1/4″ 127.5 103.0    
1 pce. 0.0.654.69

  

Ratchet Wrench 3/8″
materials s a [mm] m [g]

St 3/8″ 202.5 240.0    
1 pce. 0.0.654.57

  

Ratchet Wrench 1/4″ and 3/8″

http://www.item24.de/directlink/en/pro/65469
http://www.item24.de/directlink/en/pro/65457
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Materials used in all the following products:
Chrome vanadium steel, matt chrome-plated

 

a

c

b
a

b

c

s

d Key Insert 3 A/F-1/4″
s a [mm] b [mm] c [mm] d [mm] m [g]

1/4″ 23 80 3 ⌀13 19.0  
1 pce. 0.0.650.51

  

Key Insert 4 A/F-1/4″
s a [mm] b [mm] c [mm] d [mm] m [g]

1/4″ 23 120 4 ⌀13 29.8  
1 pce. 0.0.650.50

  

Key Insert 6 A/F-3/8″
s a [mm] b [mm] c [mm] d [mm] m [g]

3/8″ 29 200 6 ⌀18 71.5  
1 pce. 0.0.650.13

  

a
b

c

s

d Key Insert 8 A/F-3/8″
s a [mm] b [mm] c [mm] d [mm] m [g]

3/8″ 29 240 8 ⌀18 103.4  
1 pce. 0.0.650.49

  

Key Inserts
Working in the profile groove takes more time and effort than usual when using the wrong tool since, depending on the fastener, 
you’ll need to change your grip on the key frequently. Key Inserts from item feature long wrenches and special head shapes. 
They enable optimum power transmission whether they’re used vertically or at an angle.

Ø18

80

3/8"

13

Socket Wrench Insert 13 A/F-3/8″
 

St
m = 83.0 g 
1 pce. 0.0.654.58

 

a

c

s

b

c

d Key Insert 5 A/F-1/4″ short
s a [mm] b [mm] c [mm] d [mm] m [g]

1/4″ 23 30 5 ⌀13 17.8  
1 pce. 0.0.654.33

  

Socket Wrench Insert 13 A/F-3/8″
The robust Socket Wrench Insert 13 A/F-3/8″ for tightening nuts. Compatible with the item Ratchet Wrench 
with scratch protection. The Socket Wrench Insert is ideal for tightening Automatic Flat and Angle Bracket 
Sets 8.

For making strong profile connections in the flick of a wrist – no machining required.

http://www.item24.de/directlink/en/pro/65051
http://www.item24.de/directlink/en/pro/65050
http://www.item24.de/directlink/en/pro/65013
http://www.item24.de/directlink/en/pro/65049
http://www.item24.de/directlink/en/pro/65458
http://www.item24.de/directlink/en/pro/65433
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20

40

16

∅58
Profile X 8 40x16 light
Al, anodized
A [cm2] m [kg/m] Ix [cm4] Iy [cm4] Wx [cm3] Wy [cm3]

3.05 0.82 0.87 5.18 1.03 2.59  
natural, cut-off max. 3000 mm 0.0.652.12

natural, 1 pce., length 3000 mm 0.0.651.97
  

16 40

4 Cap X 8 40x16
 

PA-GF
m = 3.0 g 
grey similar to RAL 7042, 1 pce. 0.0.652.13

 

Less is more.

Profile X 8 40x16 light

 Very flat, lightweight profile with a Line 8 groove
 Closed surface
 Fasten attachments in place

A stylish addition to Line X: The slim Profile X 8 40x16 light is used to fasten rebates, 
holders for Proximity Switches and other attachments to XMS machine frames and 
constructions built from Profiles X 8. The perfect marriage of form and function – no 
space or material wasted.

http://www.item24.de/directlink/en/pro/65212
http://www.item24.de/directlink/en/pro/65197
http://www.item24.de/directlink/en/pro/65213
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Conduit Profile K

Cable management.

W Screw-free installation in Line 8 groove                   . 

W Made from insulating, high-strength plastic                   .

Simply clip Conduit Profile K, which is made of high-strength plastic, into any Line 8 groove 
and the cable conduit is ready for use – no machining, no screws. When fastening to any 
other surfaces, the conduit can be screwed directly into place. The shape of Conduit Profiles 
K matches the contours of Profiles 8, making them the ideal complement to Line 8 profiles 
and the integrated cable conduits of Profiles 8.

Another advantage is that they are incredibly easy to machine: Conduit Profiles K and Lid 
Profiles K can be sawed to size or, if necessary, cut with Multi-Purpose Pliers (0.0.265.63).

http://www.item24.de/directlink/en/pro/26563
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2
6.
5

40 Lid Profile D40 K
 

m = 129 g/m 
grey similar to RAL 7042, cut-off max. 3000 mm 0.0.647.85

grey similar to RAL 7042, 1 pce., length 3000 mm 0.0.643.87
 

2
6.
5

80 Lid Profile D80 K
 

m = 241 g/m 
grey similar to RAL 7042, cut-off max. 3000 mm 0.0.647.91

grey similar to RAL 7042, 1 pce., length 3000 mm 0.0.647.92
 

Materials used in all the following products:
PVC

 

2

37

19
40

Conduit Profile U 40x40 K
 

m = 411 g/m 
grey similar to RAL 7042, cut-off max. 3000 mm 0.0.647.84

grey similar to RAL 7042, 1 pce., length 3000 mm 0.0.643.86
 

2

80
59

37

Conduit Profile U 80x40 D80 K
 

m = 548 g/m 
grey similar to RAL 7042, cut-off max. 3000 mm 0.0.647.89

grey similar to RAL 7042, 1 pce., length 3000 mm 0.0.647.90
 

2

59
80

77

Conduit Profile U 80x80 K
 

m = 770 g/m 
grey similar to RAL 7042, cut-off max. 3000 mm 0.0.648.06

grey similar to RAL 7042, 1 pce., length 3000 mm 0.0.648.05
 

http://www.item24.de/directlink/en/pro/64785
http://www.item24.de/directlink/en/pro/64387
http://www.item24.de/directlink/en/pro/64791
http://www.item24.de/directlink/en/pro/64792
http://www.item24.de/directlink/en/pro/64784
http://www.item24.de/directlink/en/pro/64386
http://www.item24.de/directlink/en/pro/64789
http://www.item24.de/directlink/en/pro/64790
http://www.item24.de/directlink/en/pro/64806
http://www.item24.de/directlink/en/pro/64805
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0.0.647.85

0.0.648.08

0.0.647.84

0.0.643.85

0.0.647.91

0.0.648.09

0.0.647.89

0.0.643.85

6

40

M5
0.0.647.89

0.0.648.09
0.0.647.85

Clip art

Installing a cable conduit couldn’t be easier: First, slide or push Clip 8 Conduit Profile K into 
Conduit Profile K. Second, simply press the clip into a Line 8 groove – and that’s it! It’s quick, 
clean, there’s no machining involved and the installation can be reconfigured at a later date. 
Cable conduits can be fitted parallel to a groove or at a right angle across it.

W Quick-action fastenings for cable conduits               .

W Secure hold for cables               .  

Accessories for conduits K

The swivel-in catches are also extremely useful, stopping cables and hoses falling out of 
Conduit Profiles K – even in upright and overhead installations. Additional cables and hoses 
can simply be pushed into the conduits.

http://www.item24.de/directlink/en/pro/64785
http://www.item24.de/directlink/en/pro/64808
http://www.item24.de/directlink/en/pro/64784
http://www.item24.de/directlink/en/pro/64385
http://www.item24.de/directlink/en/pro/64791
http://www.item24.de/directlink/en/pro/64809
http://www.item24.de/directlink/en/pro/64789
http://www.item24.de/directlink/en/pro/64385
http://www.item24.de/directlink/en/pro/64789
http://www.item24.de/directlink/en/pro/64809
http://www.item24.de/directlink/en/pro/64785
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□8

24

8

Clip 8, Conduit Profile K
 

m = 1.0 g 
grey similar to RAL 7042, 1 pce. 0.0.643.85

 

16

7

27.5

Catch 40, Conduit Profile K
 

m = 1.0 g 
grey similar to RAL 7042, 1 pce. 0.0.648.08

 

16

7

67.5

Catch 80, Conduit Profile K
 

m = 2.0 g 
grey similar to RAL 7042, 1 pce. 0.0.648.09

 

2.
5

a b

Conduit Cap 40x40 K
 

a = 40 mm b = 40 mm m = 6.0 g 
grey similar to RAL 7042, 1 pce. 0.0.633.50

 

Conduit Cap 80x40 K
 

a = 80 mm b = 40 mm m = 10.0 g 
grey similar to RAL 7042, 1 pce. 0.0.633.51

 

Conduit Cap 80x80 K
 

a = 80 mm b = 80 mm m = 18.0 g 
grey similar to RAL 7042, 1 pce. 0.0.633.52

 

Materials used in all the following products:
PA-GF

 

Materials used in all the following products:
PA-GF

 

http://www.item24.de/directlink/en/pro/64385
http://www.item24.de/directlink/en/pro/64808
http://www.item24.de/directlink/en/pro/64809
http://www.item24.de/directlink/en/pro/63350
http://www.item24.de/directlink/en/pro/63351
http://www.item24.de/directlink/en/pro/63352
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Holding current.

Mounting Set XMS, Multi-Socket Power/Distribution Strips

W Stable fastening for strips                .

W Designed for the integrated XMS cable conduit                .

W A secure hold and continuous cover                .

It holds! This Mounting Set is used to fit item Multi-Socket Power Strips and Distribution Strips neatly and securely 
inside the integrated cable conduit of Profile X 8 120x120 K56 – XMS. Cover Profile 56 K can then be used to cover 
over the conduit.

This means users can securely fasten power strips and connections inside the XMS frames.

Suitable for fastening Distribution Strip (0.0.631.56), Multi-Socket Power Strip, 5 outlet, with conventional power cord 
(0.0.627.43) and Multi-Socket Power Strip, 5 outlet, with system plug (0.0.627.44). 

22.8

52

18

0.8

Mounting Set XMS, Multi-Socket Power/Distribution Strips
 

2 adapter plates, St, bright zinc-plated 
4 screw clips, St, bright zinc-plated 
4 washers DIN433-4.3, St, bright zinc-plated 
4 Button-Head Screws ISO 7380-M4x12, St, bright zinc-plated
m = 76.0 g 
1 set 0.0.655.27

 

http://www.item24.de/directlink/en/pro/63156
http://www.item24.de/directlink/en/pro/62743
http://www.item24.de/directlink/en/pro/62744
http://www.item24.de/directlink/en/pro/65527
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4

160

60

Cap 8 160x60
 

PA-GF
m = 28.0 g 
grey similar to RAL 7042, 1 pce. 0.0.654.86

 

160

16

9648

146
.4 M12

60

M10

Base Plate/Transport Plate 8 160x60
 

Base Plate/Transport Plate 8 160x60, Al 
2 Hexagon Socket Head Cap Screws DIN 912-M6x30, St, bright zinc-plated 
2 Automatic Fasteners 8 with threaded bore, St, bright zinc-plated
m = 443.0 g 
white aluminium, similar to RAL 9006, 1 set 0.0.655.21

 

Start and finish.

Base Plate/Transport Plate 8 160x60
Cap 8 160x60

 Build customised tables

The crowning finish: Profile 8 160x60 4N E (0.0.644.15) now has its own Base Plate/Transport Plate 
and Cap, making it ideal for building customised tables. 
The Base Plate/Transport Plate features a thread that can be used to connect Adjustable Feet or ring 
bolts. The robust plastic Cap offers a secure and durable means of covering the top end of the profile.

http://www.item24.de/directlink/en/pro/65486
http://www.item24.de/directlink/en/pro/65521
http://www.item24.de/directlink/en/pro/64415
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A place to rest.

Arm Rest, Height-Adjustable

W Takes the strain               .

W Supports precision assembly               .

W Individually adjustable               .

When it comes to fingertip precision, intricate assembly work can put a lot of long-term strain on an operator’s muscles, as he has to keep his 
arms as still as possible. The ergonomic item Arm Support offers relief when work requires a steady hand.

The cushioned floating leather rest supports the arm without creating pressure points, thereby enabling fatigue-free work. High-quality needle 
bearings in two joints deliver the necessary freedom of movement in addition to precise, smooth guidance. 
The Arm Rest is fitted to the front edge of the table top and features an infinitely variable manual height adjustment system that ensures it can 
be adapted to the job at hand. Any protruding segments of the vertical fastening axle can be removed to keep leg room under the table clear.

The parallelogram can also be adjusted to suit the arm length of the operator. 
The safety of electronic components is also taken care of – an EBP (earth bonding point) connection is included as standard to ensure static 
charges (ESDs) are safely dissipated.

10
0

235

30

148

15
-4

3

10
0

20
0

0-
30

0

Arm Rest, Height-Adjustable, ESD
 

Arm rest, leather, cushioned 
Screw clamp fastening 
Line, ⌀2.4 mm, length 600 mm, crocodile clip, black
m = 850.0 g 
1 set 0.0.654.71

 

http://www.item24.de/directlink/en/pro/65471
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⌀70

44
.5

10°

Ø79

5

Magnetic Holder D70
 

Magnetic Holder D70, PUR, black
m = 63.0 g 
1 pce. 0.0.654.43

 

Magnetic attraction.

 For keeping tools handy
 Compatible with Holder Support and Holder Console D70

Magnetic Holder D70
Magnetic Holder D70 makes it easier to set down tools and store small, ferrous parts. 
This insert for Holder Support D70 / D70-30° (0.0.648.36 / 0.0.648.40) and Holder Console D70 (0.0.649.26) 
offers an intuitive solution for keeping frequently used tools close to hand. The insert can be rotated to alter the 
surface angle for better ergonomic results. However, raised bumps arranged in a circle keep tools in place. The 
things that matter are always in easy reach.

http://www.item24.de/directlink/en/pro/65443
http://www.item24.de/directlink/en/pro/64836
http://www.item24.de/directlink/en/pro/64840
http://www.item24.de/directlink/en/pro/64926
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□3
2

16

102

60

R30

Hook 8 R30
 

Wire, St, stainless 
PVC sheathing, anthracite 
Wire mount, PA-GF 
Hexagon Socket Head Cap Screw DIN 912-M6x20, St, bright zinc-plated 
Washer DIN 433-6.4, St, bright zinc-plated 
T-Slot Nut V 8 St M6, bright zinc-plated
m = 71.0 g 
black, 1 set 0.0.654.32

 

Find out about more elements in the hook and holder system in the “Work Bench System” catalogue.

Hold on!

Hook 8 R30

W Simple and effective               .

The double hook for when things get a little shaky: Hammers, screwdrivers and pliers can be 
safely stored between the two non-slip wire prongs, ready for their next use. Just hanging out, 
but still ready for action at a moment’s notice – the new look for ergonomics!

Hook 8 R30 is supplied ready for installation, with a screw and T-Slot Nut 8 included.

http://www.item24.de/directlink/en/pro/65432
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Label Backplate, Hook and Holder System
 

Label Backplate, Hook and Holder System, PA 
Labelling Card (56 mm x 28 mm)
m = 25.0 g 
black, 1 pce. 0.0.654.54

grey, 1 pce. 0.0.654.53
 

Plain text.

TIP
You can access compatible and editable 
templates online, in the download section 
for this product.

Label Backplate, Hook and Holder System

 Simply clip into place
 Compatible with the item hook and holder system 

It really is that easy to create order: Clear labelling makes sure tools are always put back where they belong.  
Label Backplates can be retrofitted to any fastening block from the item hook and holder system (see also 
“Work Bench System” catalogue). 
Simply affix a label, clip the Backplate into place and enjoy the benefits of good organisation.

Replacement Labelling Cards (0.0.432.47) are available separately.

http://www.item24.de/directlink/en/pro/65454
http://www.item24.de/directlink/en/pro/65453
http://www.item24.de/directlink/en/pro/43247
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□100

□75

Ø4.3Monitor Mounting Joint 8 VESA 75-100

W Two high-precision pivot axes               .

W Adapter for VESA 75 and 100               .

New angles.

Strong support for all: Monitor Mounting Joint 8 VESA 75-100 makes it incredibly easy to fix just 
about any flatscreen monitor to a profile construction. The adapter plate is compatible with displays 
that feature a VESA 75 or VESA 100 connection and have threaded bores spaced 75 x 75 mm on 
the rear (or 100 x 100 mm in the case of larger monitors).

The two friction pivot axes ensure users can adjust monitors weighing up to 11 kg horizontally and 
vertically to achieve the ideal viewing angle.

□100

□75

□1
13

10.6

Monitor Mounting Joint 8 VESA 75-100
 

Adapter Plate, PA-GF, black 
4 Hinge 8 fixing elements 
Button-Head Screw M8x16, St, bright zinc-plated 
Button-Head Screw M8x30, St, bright zinc-plated 
Hexagon nut DIN 934–M8-8 
T-Slot Nut 8 St M8 
2 disc springs DIN 2093-A16 
4 Hexagon Socket Head Cap Screws DIN 7984–M4x12, St, bright zinc-plated 
4 washers DIN 433–⌀4.3, bright zinc-plated
m = 230.0 g 
1 set 0.0.653.42

 

http://www.item24.de/directlink/en/pro/65342
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Compound Slide
 

Runway Profile 8 40x40 
Castor Rail 8 Cap 40x40 
Runway Slide Set 8 40x40 
Tool Slide 40x40 
Fastening elements 
Notes on Use and Installation
m = 1.2 kg 
1 set 0.0.654.39

 

XY solved.

Compound Slide

 Efficient tool provisioning
 For retrofitting
 As an extension

What could be better than an item work bench with a Compound Slide Overhang? 
A work bench with two Compound Slides!

Simply insert another Compound Slide into an existing Compound Slide Overhang 
and users can manoeuvre another tool easily across the entire working surface, 
making sure their tools are always close to hand.

The additional Compound Slide now provides even more flexibility in two directions 
of movement!

http://www.item24.de/directlink/en/pro/65439
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8

Slide Stop 8
 

2 Hammerhead Nuts 8 M6, St, bright zinc-plated 
2 grub screws DIN 916-M6x12, St, bright zinc-plated 
2 Impact Buffers, NBR
m = 14.0 g 
1 set 0.0.651.37

 

Slide Stop 8
The soft buffer insert in Slide Stop 8 absorbs the impact energy of a fast-moving Runner 
in an item Line 8 profile groove. Simply slot into place for a bit more peace and quiet, 
even when tools are being put through their paces.

Soft stop.

http://www.item24.de/directlink/en/pro/65137
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Tube Protector D30 Fixing Clip
 

PVC
m = 0.3 g 
grey, 1 pce. 0.0.654.04

 

Keeping a grip.

       Hold together split Tube Protectorsu
       Secure impact protection in placeu

Tube Protector D30 Fixing Clip
Safe and sound. The Fixing Clip holds Tube Protector D30 together when users have had to split 
it open for installation purposes (for example when Tube Protector has to be retrofitted to an 
existing frame structure). It’s the Fixing Clip that will hold it together after installation.

Unlike adhesive strips, the clip can be removed without leaving any traces behind. The clip 
presses the cut edges together, thereby restoring all-round protection for the tube. The clip can 
also be removed very easily, which is important if additional Fasteners need to be installed.

http://www.item24.de/directlink/en/pro/65404
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10 Adapter 8 80 D30
 

Die-cast Al
m = 50.0 g 
1 pce. 0.0.653.24

 

Fastening Set 80 D30
 

T-Slot Nut 8 St 2x M6-76, bright zinc-plated 
2 Hexagon Socket Head Cap Screws DIN 912-M6x14, St, bright zinc-plated
m = 35.0 g 
1 set 0.0.653.06

 

Point of contact.

W The heavy-duty connection to Line 8 profiles                 .

W Creates fastening points for Fastener D30                    .

W For retrofitting struts                    .

Adapter 8 80 D30
This Adapter has just one goal – to make it as easy as possible to connect 
Fasteners D30 to Line 8 profile grooves. Adapter 8 80 D30 enables users to 
add one or two D30 struts to a profile frame for extra rigidity. 
If only one Fastener D30 is connected, Adapter 8 80 D30 provides an added 
advantage – the connection can be adjusted as necessary. 
It’s the lean approach to ensuring attachments (e.g. a Container Support) can 
be easily adjusted!

http://www.item24.de/directlink/en/pro/64629
http://www.item24.de/directlink/en/pro/32817
http://www.item24.de/directlink/en/pro/65324
http://www.item24.de/directlink/en/pro/65306
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Flange D30-90x90
 

2 screws DIN 912 M6x8, bright zinc-plated
m = 300.0 g 
1 set 0.0.655.54

 

Stay connected.

Flange D30-90x90

  Simple and universalu
  For connecting to flat surfacesu
  Also suitable for two Tubes/Profiles D30u

The universal fastening for Line D30 profiles and tubes is here! Flange D30 connects D30 constructions to 
walls, floors, ceilings and other surfaces. Simply screw into place. And it holds.

When using Adapter 8 D30 or End Connector 8 D30-90°, one or even two (Profile) Tubes D30 can be 
fastened to the Flange. The additional use of Parallel Fastener D30 produces exceptionally stable basic 
constructions.

http://www.item24.de/directlink/en/pro/62356
http://www.item24.de/directlink/en/pro/63787
http://www.item24.de/directlink/en/pro/63051
http://www.item24.de/directlink/en/pro/62997
http://www.item24.de/directlink/en/pro/62994
http://www.item24.de/directlink/en/pro/62817
http://www.item24.de/directlink/en/pro/64918
http://www.item24.de/directlink/en/pro/65554
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204

40 Roller Conveyor St, Butt Fastener
 

St, bright zinc-plated 
8 Button-Head Screws, self-tapping St, 3.9x16, TX 20
m = 329.0 g 
1 set 0.0.654.75

 

Carry on!

W Connect roller conveyors D30               .

W Extend lines                  .

W Connect different roller conveyors                  .

Roller Conveyor St, Butt Fastener
No end in sight! The Butt Fastener combines separate Roller Conveyors St D30 into a single con-
tinuous line. It also enables users to combine different variants in a single roller conveyor line.

Simply insert the ends of the conveyors into either end of the Butt Fastener. Use self-tapping 
screws to fasten the roller conveyors in place. The result is a strong, space-saving extension for a 
Roller Conveyor St D30. You decide where the conveyor line stops.

http://www.item24.de/directlink/en/pro/65475
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Roller Conveyor St, Assembly Pliers
 

St
m = 275.0 g 
stainless, 1 pce. 0.0.654.73

 

Making replacement easy.

Roller Conveyor St, Assembly Pliers

        Change castors the easy wayu
        Forces the flanks of the roller conveyor apartu

The Assembly Pliers give you more room to manoeuvre by forcing the flanks of Roller Conveyor 
St apart slightly, making it easier to remove and replace castors.

They ensure castors can be changed quickly and effortlessly.

http://www.item24.de/directlink/en/pro/65473
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TPS – Stairway/
Platform System

Line XMS

Other item product catalogues

Work bench systems

LPS – Line D30MB8 Building Kit System

MB Building Kit System 8The Comprehensive Catalogue

2

The ergonomic work bench system.
Comprehensive Catalogue

2.1

3

2 Line D30 – the lean production system.
Comprehensive Catalogue

2

 Line XMS – the integrated machine concept
New Products 2012/ II

Your ideas are worth it.

New Products 2013/ I
TPS – Stairway/Platform System
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Up-to-date information is 
available online

Technical modifications and errors reserved.  
All rights reserved. Use of texts and illustrations or reprints of any kind 
only permitted with our prior written consent. This applies in particular 
to reproduction, translation or use in electronic systems.

 is a registered trademark of item Industrietechnik GmbH.

© item Industrietechnik GmbH 2013

Other item product catalogues

If you require information material, please get in touch 
with your distribution and service contact. Or you can 
visit us at our website: www.item24.com Concept, design and realisation  

item Industrietechnik GmbH,  
Technical Documentation Department

Photographs 
item Industrietechnik GmbH

Patents 
Any copying of protected products is a violation of these rights and, 
as such, shall be liable to compensation. Data and illustrations in this 
catalogue do not discharge the user from the obligation to carry out 
his own checks to determine whether the industrial property rights of 
third parties are infringed.

Product liability  
item shall be liable, within the framework of the applicable legal 
provisions, for the promised characteristics of the products shown 
in this catalogue. Any claims for liability above and beyond such – in 
particular relating to products created by third parties using products 
included in this catalogue – are expressly excluded.

Conditions of use  
The products in the item MB Building Kit System are suitable for use 
in dry conditions and over the temperature range -20°C to +70°C, 
unless otherwise stated. item must be consulted where products are 
to be used for applications outside these limits.

Conformity with Directive 2011/65/EU (“RoHS”)  
item has made a voluntary undertaking to refrain from using hazard-
ous substances as defined in Directive 2011/65/EU in the products it 
sells, irrespective of their subsequent purpose which, in the majority 
of cases, does not fall under this Directive.

www.item24.com
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